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Cultural probes are a design research method, which
has gained prominence for being particularly suited to
conducting research on sensitive topics and in personal
contexts. This paper reports the methodological process
of designing and deploying cultural probes to
investigate the meaning of independence for older
adults. We describe the rationale behind the
development of individual elements of the probe kits,
as well as a follow-up qualitative interview. Our
discussion focuses on our experience of using this
technique, with a view to informing appropriate and
empowering research methodologies for older people.
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Introduction
Cultural probes were originally developed in the
Presence Project as a way to counter the challenges of
designing new technologies for unfamiliar groups,
specifically older people from diverse backgrounds [2].
The authors of this method intended to encourage
participants to look beyond relatively well understood
needs, into the fuzzier realm of their beliefs, desires
and cultural preferences. The cultural probes comprised
various elements that participants could use to record
their daily lives, which in turn were used in their raw
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form as inspiration for the design team. Each cultural
probe package included postcards, maps, a disposable
camera, photo album, and a diary.

Nine people took part in this study, four male and five
female. The ages of the participants ranged from 52 to
83 years old.

In subsequent years, this method has taken different
forms and researchers have taken different approaches
to analysing the outputs of their probes. Nevertheless,
probes continue to be extensively used to supplement
traditional research methods to gain a rich picture of
personal contexts. Examples of how cultural probes
have been tailored to suit personal settings include
investigating people’s values in the home environment
[3], understanding the design space of assistive living
technologies for older people [5], and exploring user
needs in a range of care settings [1].

Contents of the cultural probes
The cultural probes comprised four clearly labelled
elements, which are described below. Participants were
encouraged to do as much as they felt comfortable with
and to use whatever means of expression they wanted.

This paper presents an adaptation of cultural probes,
which were used to investigate the meaning of
independence for older people in the context of coexperience.

Research design

(1) TELL ME POSTCARDS
The first tool consisted of two postcards, which asked
participants what they associate with ‘dependence’ and
‘independence’.
(2) SOCIAL MAP
The second tool was a map that comprised six
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs), some of
which necessarily involved technology (choosing a
computer, setting up a computer) and others that could
be facilitated by technology (cooking, shopping,
banking, booking a holiday).

This study was divided into two stages of data
collection. The first stage used cultural probes, thus
handing control of data collection to the participants
and permitting insights to be obtained in an
unobtrusive way. The second stage of the study was a
follow-up interview with the participants, to discuss
responses to the cultural probes.
Participants were purposively sampled from a previous
ethnographic study, in order to include a range of
characteristics of relevance to the aim of the study
(e.g. people with a range of health conditions, different
living circumstances, and others). The focus was on
facilitating dialogue with the participants, while being
mindful of the sensitive nature of certain topics.

Figure 1. Example of a completed Social Map
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!

they like doing alone;

!

they need help doing;

they do with someone
else even though they don’t
need to;
!

!
they like to help other
people do;
!
they do the same way
today as when they were
younger;

they do differently now
from when they were
younger;
!

they used to do but do
not anymore;

(3) CAMERA
Participants were given a disposable camera, with a
view to gathering examples of certain types of activities
(see box, left).
(4) REMEMBER WHEN SHEETS
We were also interested in eliciting real life examples
through storytelling, which is a natural way for
constructing and communicating meaning. The final
tool in the probe kit comprised three sheets, soliciting
example stories of when the participant:
!

asked for help even though they didn’t need it;

!

needed help but didn’t ask for it;

!

provided help to others.

!

makes them feel
independent;

!

makes them feel
dependent.

!

Rationale of the cultural probes
The design of the cultural probe elements was guided
by the four levels of creativity described in [4]: doing,
motivated by productivity; adapting, motivated by
appropriation; making, motivated by asserting an
ability or skill; and creating, motivated by inspiration.
The philosophy of this framework is that all people are
creative and this can be expressed on different levels.
For the present study, it meant that people could use
different elements of our cultural probes to respond
with different levels of creativity (see Table 1).

(1) Tell Me postcards

!

(2) Social map
(3) Camera
(4) Remember When sheets

!

Creating

they like doing with other
people;
!

Making

Participants were asked to
take a photo of something
that:

The purpose of this tool was to identify what types of
activities are likely to be shared with other people, and
who these people are. This was achieved by using
coloured stickers to represent the participation of
different people in each activity; the further away a
sticker was from the inner circle (i.e. the participant),
the less that person was involved in the activity.

Adapting

Camera prompts
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Doing

Workshops

!

!
!

!

Table 1. Probe elements and levels of creativity

Follow-up interview
After all materials were provisionally analysed, we
conducted a semi-structured interview with participants
in their homes. This was crucial to better understanding
the materials produced. The focus was to encourage
participants to reflect on their responses.

Lessons learned
Be prepared for diverse responses
We had a good response rate in our cultural probe
study, with all participants using every selfdocumentation element. This success was probably a
result of having built up a relationship with the
participants during the prior ethnographic study. The
outputs of the cultural probes were very different
across the participants, some of whom produced
concept maps (Tell Me postcards), drawings and a
poem (both Remember When sheets). In addition,
there were written responses and photos. For us, this
diversity was an interesting and valuable outcome,
which validated our rationale for designing probe
elements that encouraged various forms of creativity.
The follow-up interview helped us make sense of the
personal meaning of these materials and therefore
facilitated data analysis.
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Cultural probes can be enjoyable, as well as usersensitive
The participants reported positive experiences with
using the cultural probes. They felt enabled to share
their experiences and feelings appropriately. A 76-yearold male participant commented in the interview:
“I don’t like tick boxes, because they don’t answer the
questions really.”
Some participants particularly valued being given time
to consider their answers. For instance, the Remember
When sheets produced very personal stories about
bereavement or caring for a spouse with dementia. A
female participant (67 years old) used this tool to
reflect on each of the stories she shared by adding an
observation entitled ‘Moral of this story’. For other
participants, this reflection took place during the follow
up interview. In the words of one male participant (52
years old):
“Hmm, you make people reflect on themselves as well.
It’s really good.”
Giving participants control over what experiences they
shared and how their shared them meant that sensitive
issues surfaced freely. Participants thus shared
information that they were happy to discuss with the
researcher in the qualitative interview.
Sometimes technology lets you down
Participants took great care with the camera task, often
taking longer to complete it because they wanted to
give each example enough thought. Some participants
went into their attic or garage to retrieve old objects, or
arranged a collection of artefacts to tell their particular
story. However, this was also the most problematic
element of the cultural probes. A few participants had

difficulty using the camera, as they had never used a
disposable one before. Occasionally, there was
confusion with how to attribute numbers to the photos
so that they corresponded to the correct prompt on the
list (“Is it the order in which I took the photos or the
number on the camera display?”). As a result,
participants wrote out a list of the elicited tasks along
with a description of the corresponding photo. This was
a helpful strategy for the researcher because, due to
misuse of the camera (one participant) or problems
developing the film, a few of the cameras produced
unusable results. The researcher was able to use the
list as a guide to re-take the photos alongside the
participants, during the follow-up interview.
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